Designing nonviral vectors for efficient gene transfer and long-term gene expression.
Although the genetic therapy of human diseases has been conceptually possible for many years we still lack a vector system that allows safe and reproducible genetic modification of eukaryotic cells and ensures faithful long-term expression of transgenes. There is increasing agreement that vectors that are based exclusively on chromosomal elements, which replicate autonomously in human cells, could fulfill these criteria. The rational construction of such vectors is still hindered by our limited knowledge of the factors that regulate chromatin function in eukaryotic cells. This review sets out to summarize how our current knowledge of nuclear organization can be applied to the design of extrachromosomal gene expression vectors that can be used for human gene therapy. Within the past years a number of episomal nonviral constructs have been designed and their replication strategies, expression of transgenes, mitotic stability, and delivery strategies and the mechanisms required for their stable establishment will be discussed. To date, these nonviral vectors have not been used in clinical trials. Even so, many compelling arguments can be developed to support the view that nonviral vector systems will play a major role in future gene therapy protocols.